NetMRI Base Bundle

The efficient and agile deployment, configuration, and turn-up of your new instance of Infoblox NetMRI is critical to supporting your business objectives. You may be faced with the complicated task of installing and integrating NetMRI in the most effective way while, at the same time, under pressure to shorten the time to value for your business. Basic NetMRI training helps but does not offer the practical experience required to implement the solution for the first time, without potential risk and time lost.

Business Problem:

- Insufficient internal resources familiar with NetMRI capabilities and implementation procedures to implement a new NetMRI solution efficiently and effectively
- Limited experience can highlight disconnects between basic training and real-world problems
- Pressure to realize ROI as quickly as possible
- Have an overall goal to introduce automation to improve operations

Solution Approach:

Utilize an experienced 3rd party to optimize the one-time NetMRI implementation tasks.

EmpoweredDeploy™ – NetMRI Base Bundle Implementation is the base level assistance that Empowered provides to any customer requiring this approach.

Solution Description:

EmpoweredDeploy™ – Empowered’s NetMRI Base Bundle Service is our solution for the turn-key implementation for standard NetMRI. We will assist you with the project management, implementation and configuration for your environment.

NetMRI Base Bundle Implementation includes:

- Initial Configuration
- Appliance Upgrade
- Initial Discovery
- Analysis of Discovery results
- Grouping
- Rules and Policies
- Basic Scripting
- IPAM Integration
Integration with authentication services
Backup configuration
Knowledge transfer
Automatic Failover if required

Business Outcomes:

- Effective implementation of NetMRI ensures your Return on Investment (ROI)
- Expedited time to value
- Reduced risk associated with potential NetMRI implementation issues
- Ensures best practices are followed and business outcomes are achieved
- Positioned well to continue to improve operational automation

About Empowered

Empowered Networks optimizes core networking, security and compliance for many of the world’s largest companies. Our dedicated team makes applications, networks and services more agile, more visible, and more dependable. For 20 years, we’ve been driving positive business outcomes that translate directly to the bottom line.